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Biaxial deformation of a polymer under shear: NMR test of the Doi-Edwards model
with convected constraint release
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2H NMR quadrupole interaction spectroscopy has been used to measure the deformation of a 670 kD
poly~dimethylsiloxane! melt under shear in a Couette cell. The signals were acquired from a per deuterated
benzene probe molecule which provides a motionally averaged sampling of the entire segmental ensemble. We
have measured the dependence on shear rate of theSXX ~velocity!, SYY ~velocity gradient!, SZZ ~vorticity!, and
SXY ~shear! elements of the segmental alignment tensor, as well as the angular dependence of the deuterium
quadrupole splitting at fixed shear rate. We show that the data agree quite well with the Doi-Edwards theory
but significantly better when convected constraint release effects are included. These fits return a value for the
tube disengagement time of 100 ms.
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INTRODUCTION

The deformation of a random coil polymer under she
may be described by means of the averaged segmental a
ment tensor@1,2#

Sab~ t !5L21E
0

L

dŝ ua~s,t !ub~s,t !2 1
3 dab&, ~1!

where theua are a components of tangent vectors to th
segments,̂¯& represents the ensemble average, and the
tegral is taken over the curvilinear path ofs chain segments
along the chain lengthL. Recently, we have shown that it
possible@3,4# to use deuterium nuclear magnetic resona
~NMR! spectroscopy to measure elements ofSab , in particu-
lar obtaining the diagonal elements corresponding to the
locity axis correlationSXX and the velocity gradient correla
tion SYY for a 610 kD melt of poly~dimethylsiloxane! @4#.
These two terms afford some insight regarding the nor
stresses. However, that earlier study was limited in three
jor respects. First, we obtained no measurement of the d
onal element corresponding to the vorticity axis alignme
SZZ , and so we were unable to draw conclusions regard
the biaxiality of the deformation, and, in particular, the ra
of second to first normal stress differences,

C2

C1
5

SYY2SZZ

SXX2SYY
U

ġ50

. ~2!

Second, we made no measurement of the off-diagonal
ment of the deformation tensor,SXY , which is responsible
for the shear stress. Third, we did not achieve the shear
needed to deform the polymer sufficiently strongly~i.e., with
sufficiently high Deborah number! that near-complete align
ment of the polymer along the velocity axis could be
duced. In the present study we extend our work to cover
these aspects, and in doing so present a comprehensive
study of polymer melt deformation at fixed molar mass.

The physical significance of the alignment tensor is tha
is responsible for determining both optical and mechan
1063-651X/2001/64~5!/051809~11!/$20.00 64 0518
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properties of the polymer melt. In particular, it may be d
rectly related to elements of the stress tensor, and it de
mines the optical anisotropy in the material refractive ind
nab known as birefringence, via the stress-optical lawnab

5Csab . C is called the stress-optical coefficient@2,5#. Bi-
refringence measurements may be used@6# to investigate the
segmental alignment tensor and so give some insight reg
ing the deformation depicted in Fig. 1. If incident plane p
larized light has its polarization axis parallel to the extens
axis, a unique refractive index is observed. In this case
tinction will occur between polarizers crossed at some an
x, generally called the extinction angle. In simple shear fl
this angle defines the orientation of the principal axis of d
formation of the polymer to the local velocity direction.

Our use of deuterium NMR to measure segmental ali
ment avoids some of the underlying assumptions inheren
the optical methods, for example, the identity of the mac
scopic and microscopic polarizability tensors, and the do
nance of intrinsic birefringence over form birefringence.
principle, the NMR method provides a direct measurem
of Sab . However, as in birefringence studies, we do requ
a somewhat arbitrary scaling constant, similar to the stre
optical coefficient. Our approach relies on a measuremen
the orientation of bond vectors through the strength of
electric quadrupole interaction experienced by deuter
present on a small probe molecule which rapidly samples
mean alignment of the host polymer. The strength of t
interaction depends in a very simple manner upon the r
tive orientation of the electric field gradient axis~the bond
axis! and the polarizing magnetic field used to produce
nuclear Zeeman effect. Because of the use of an indi
probe, the measurement of alignment is not absolute; he
the need for the scaling constant. However, the relative
ues of the quadrupole interaction strength precisely foll
the defined tensor elements, given appropriate alignmen
the magnetic field with respect to the hydrodynamic ax
being investigated. Consequently, we are able to make
accurate quantitative test of microscopic models, such as
Doi-Edwards theory and its several variants.
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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THEORY

Measurement of segmental alignment by NMR

The details of our NMR method have been given el
where@4,7#. It utilizes the electric quadrupole interaction e
perienced by a deuterium nucleus hosted by a hydrogen a
in an anisotropic electronic environment. In our case we
the deuteron in perdeuteriobenzene (C6D6). This probe mol-
ecule is introduced to the polymer melt at low concentrat
~;10% w/w!, and, because of local steric effects, is sensit
to local polymer segment orientation@8–10#. Thus the probe
inherits some of the orientation present in the polymer wh
the matrix material is aligned in deformational flow@8#. Be-
cause the probe molecule diffuses rapidly, it samples
ensemble-averaged order according to Eq.~1!. This averag-
ing is performed over a characteristic diffusion length det
mined by the benzene diffusion coefficient and the time sc
associated with the quadrupole interaction strength~a few
tens of hertz!. This distance, at several micrometers, is mu
larger than the molecular scale, so that the ensemble ave
of segmental alignment is indeed performed over a la
number of polymer molecules.

In NMR experiments the reference axis for orientation
provided by the direction of the main polarizing magne
field. Because the nuclear magnetic dipole~Zeeman! interac-
tions with this field are overwhelmingly dominant, they d
fine the spin quantization axisz along which the electric
quadrupole interaction is projected as a first order pertu
tion @11#.

The effect of the electric quadrupole interaction is to sp
the deuterium resonance into a doublet separated in

quency by (32 eVzzQ/h)P2(cosu), where Vzz is the electric
field gradient strength,Q is the nuclear quadrupole momen

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a horizontal Couette cell in wh
the vorticity axis is aligned normal to the magnetic field. The m
lecular and hydrodynamic frames are shown for a region of the fl
in which the angle between the local velocity direction and
magnetic field is given byF. The angle between the principal ax
of the molecular~1,2,3! frame and the velocity axisX is the extinc-
tion anglex.
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u is the angle between the field gradient axis and the po
izing magnetic field, andP2(cosu) is the second rank Leg
endre polynomial@11#. Of course,u corresponds to the angl
that the local C-D bond in the benzene subtends with
magnetic field. This rapidly fluctuates as the probe molec
tumbles and migrates in rotational and translational Brow
ian motion. Suppose that the tangent vector to a local po
mer segment is oriented at anglea to the magnetic field. This
axis effectively defines the director of a local ‘‘nematic
environment. The probe molecule, which has a fluctuat
orientation (ua ,fa) with respect to this director, thus exhib
its a scaled down quadrupole splitting associated with t
local site via a ‘‘pseudonematic’’ interaction, exactly akin
the local anisotropic steric interactions experienced by sm
probe molecules placed in a nematic liquid crystal@9,10#.
The average valueP2(cosua) therefore defines a local orde
parameter that scales the quadrupole interaction stren
Thus the quadrupole splitting may be written

Dn5S 3

2

eVzzQ

h D P2~cosua!Szz, ~3!

whereSzz5L21*0
Ldŝ uz(s)uz(s)2 1

3 &, and is identically the
ensemble average ofP2(cosa).

When considering the deformation of a polymer und
shear, the alignment tensorSab is naturally defined in a hy-
drodynamic reference frame whose axes are given by
velocity ~X!, velocity gradient~Y!, and vorticity ~Z! direc-
tions. However, the deformation of the polymer can also
described in a principal molecular axis frame~1,2,3! in
which the alignment tensor is diagonal and given by

Sprincipal5S S11 0 0

0 S22 0

0 0 S33

D , ~4!

whereS111S221S3350. The 3 axis of the molecule is des
ignated to be coincident with the vorticity axisZ. One model
that is able to give a quantitative description ofS is the
Doi-Edwards theory@1,2#. In this theory, the deformation o
the molecule is biaxial, i.e.,S22ÞS33. By contrast, in the
case of a uniaxial deformation,S225S3352S11/2. The ori-
entation of the~1,2,3! frame with respect to the hydrody
namic frame is described by a rotation about the 3 axis
the so-called ‘‘extinction angle’’x, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus
the alignment tensorSab in the hydrodynamic frame is given
by

S SXX SXY 0

SXY SYY 0

0 0 SZZ

D 5S cosx 2sinx 0

sinx cosx 0

0 0 0
D

3S S11 0 0

0 S22 0

0 0 S33

D
3S cosx sinx 0

2sinx cosx 0

0 0 0
D . ~5!

-
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BIAXIAL DEFORMATION OF A POLYMER UNDER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051809
From Eq. ~5!, it may be easily shown thatx
5 1

2 tan21@2SXY/(SXX2SYY)#.
In order to relate elements of the hydrodynamic fra

tensorSab to those measured through the NMR quadrup
interaction experiment, it is necessary to transform into
frame of the magnetic field, i.e.,

R~Q,F!S SXX SXY 0

SXY SYY 0

0 0 SZZ

D R21~Q,F!, ~6!

where the polar angleQ defines the direction of the vorticity
axis Z relative to the magnetic fieldB0 , and the angleF
defines the orientations ofX andY in the plane normal toZ.

In the NMR experiments described here, two types
measurement are possible. In the first, we use a Couette
with the vorticity direction oriented alongB0 , whose direc-
tion we assign the coordinatez. Thus we are able measur
SZZ directly. In the second, the vorticity axis is oriente
transverse to the field and we measure a projection alongB0
in theX-Y ~velocity–velocity gradient! plane. We are able to
choose the orientationF of the velocity axis with respect to
B0 by means of a selective excitation method in which d
teron NMR spectra are observed from a predetermined
within the Couette cell@12#. Consequently, thez-projected
alignmentSzz(F) measured in the NMR experiment is r
lated to the hydrodynamic frame elements by

Szz~F!5SXX cos2 F22SXY sinF cosF1SYYsin2 F.
~7!

Equation~7! illustrates how the elementsSXX , SYY, andSXY
may each be measured, the first two by settingF50 andp/2
respectively, and the last by settingF5p/4 and noting

SXY50.5@Szz~0!1Szz~p/2!#2Szz~p/4!. ~8!

We further note that when the deformation is uniaxial Eq.~5!
may be used to show thatSzz(F) reduces to the Legendr
polynomialP2„cos(F2x)…. Deviations of the angular varia
tion from this form provide one measure of biaxiality.

The model of Doi and Edwards describes the many
tanglements of a flexible polymer chain with its neighbo
@1#, incorporating de Gennes’ idea of reptation@13#. In this
model, polymer chains undergo a spectrum of relaxatio
translational motions largely directed along a tube defined
constraining entanglements with the neighboring chains.
dynamics can be roughly grouped as follows.

~i! Rapid motions with time constantte corresponding to
equilibration dynamics reflecting the crossover from a ch
in free space to one that experiences the tube of constr
from neighboring chains. Dynamics faster thante are short
length scale, fast motions parametrized bya, an effective
radius of the tube.

~ii ! Intermediate motions, characterized by the Rouse t
tR , for translational diffusion along the curvilinear tub
path. Rouse mode fluctuations take place as the defor
chain retracts along the tube, restoring the tube’s con
length.
05180
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~iii ! Slow disengagement dynamics which determine
longest relaxation timetd , the time for chain reptation to
define a new tube. The tube disengagement time scales
proximately as the cube of the molecular weight. In gene
td@tR for long polymer chains.

Under equilibrium conditions entangled polymer sol
tions and melts are isotropic. Under shear the polymer m
ecule deforms. The degree of deformation is determined
the competition that arises between the internal Brown
dynamics and the external deformation rateġ. For ġ!tR

21

~corresponding to the experiments performed here! the rel-
evant Brownian dynamics correspond to tube disengagem
and the relevant dimensionless parameter is the Deb
number De5ġtd . In this regime, while the average align
ment of tube segments may change, the tube remains
stretched.

For De!1 the polymer conformation is weakly perturbe
The resulting2H NMR spectrum will contain a single isotro
pic line. For De on the order of or greater than unity the
results an anisotropic distribution of segment orientatio
manifested in the NMR spectrum as a dipolar or quadrupo
broadening of the line or a splitting into two lines. This spl
ting provides not only a signature of anisotropy, but also
direct measure of elements of the segmental alignment
sor.

The nonthermal reorientational motions of the chain s
ments driven by the applied macroscopic velocity field a
accounted for in the expression for the stress tensor@2#

sab~ t !5
c

N

3kBTL

Nb2 E
0

L

dŝ ua~s,t !ub~s,t !2 1
3 dab&. ~9!

In consequence, the expression for the stress tensor is clo
related to the alignment tensor. Indeed, in the Doi-Edwa
formulation,sab(t) is directly proportional toSab(s,t), av-
eraged over the polymer segments@Eq. ~1!#. For steady shea
flow it is therefore sufficient to find an expression for th
~shear-rate-dependent! segmental alignment tensor in ord
to evaluate the response functions such as shear stress
mal stresses, and viscosity.

The ensemble-averaged segmental alignment depend
tirely on the history of the deformation and of the relaxatio
obtained as an integral over past time:

Sab~ t !5E
2`

t

dt8S ]

]t8
c~ t2t8! DQab

~ IA !
„E~ t,t8!…, ~10!

wherec(t) is the usual Doi-Edwards relaxation function fo
tube disengagement,

c~ t !5 (
p odd

8

p2p2 exp~2p2t/td!. ~11!

Qab describes the distribution of segment orientations a
function of the deformation gradient history tens
E(t,t8),Qab

~IA ! being evaluated using the independent alig
ment ~IA ! approximation for the tube orientation distribu
tion. This approximation is employed in the model to sim
9-3
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CORMIER, KILFOIL, AND CALLAGHAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051809
plify the way the averaging over the solid angle is carr
out, and will be discussed further below.

The stress tensor is written

sab~ t !5GeSab~ t !, ~12!

where Ge53kBTcb2/a2 is the relaxation modulus, which
depends on material properties,b being the statistical seg
ment length andc the number of segments per volume. The
modynamic dependence is explicit inGe , and is implicit in
the thermal modes of relaxation that contribute toc(t). The
above expression forsab @Eq. ~12!# and an appropriate prob
ability function c(t) together form the constitutive equatio
for concentrated solutions and melts.

Predictions of the Doi-Edwards model

The solution forSab in Eq. ~10! has been evaluated usin
the standard reptation expression forc(t) as given in Eq.
~11!. Figure 2~a! shows the independent alignment pred

FIG. 2. ~a! Elements of the alignment tensorSab , in terms of
the reduced shear rateġtd , as calculated from the Doi-Edward
theory. ~b! Extinction anglex, in terms of the reduced shear ra
ġtd , as calculated from the Doi-Edwards theory.
05180
-
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tions forSab under steady shear. Note thatSab is traceless so
that SXX , SYY, andSZZ sum to zero for all values of De.

Consequences of the Doi-Edwards model are that~1!
SYYÞSZZ , in other wordssYYÞsZZ ; the deformation in
steady shear is biaxial; and~2! with increasing shear rate, th
shear stressSXY increases; beyondġtd;1, SXY begins to
decrease slowly toward zero. The biaxial nature of the n
mal stresses is well known. However, prediction 2 is n
generally observed experimentally. In melts and conc
trated solutions the shear stress tends to reach a pla
above De;1 and does not approach zero. Thus the b
Doi-Edwards model underpredicts the shear stress for
.1. This has a significant consequence for the extinct
anglex. Figure 2~b! shows the calculated shear rate depe
dence of the extinction anglex in the Doi-Edwards model.
As ġ increases,x decreases from its initial value of 45° to a
asymptotic value near zero, indicating that the polymer
oriented alongX for De@1. Note that the extinction angle
which is measured directly in birefringence studies, can a
be expressed in terms of the stress via the stress-optica
asx5 1

2 tan21(@2sXY/(sXX2sYY)#).

The independent alignment approximation

The IA approximation involves a decoupling of the ave
age over the isotropic distribution of unit vectorsu ~the av-
erage being indicated bŷ̄ &0), in the following @9#:

Qab~E!5 K ~E•u!a~E•u!b

uE•uu L
0

1

^uE•uu&0
2

1

3
dab

>K ~E•u!a~E•u!b

uE•uu2 2
1

3
dabL

0

[Qab
~ IA !~E!. ~13!

Although the error introduced in the IA approximation
small @2#, some improvement in the model is made by avo
ing this step@15,16#. We have recalculated the Doi-Edward
predictions without using IA, that is, by using the left han
side in Eq.~13!. The independent alignment approximatio
is removed by performing the sum over the solid angle se
rately for (E•u)a(E•u)b /uE•uu and 1/uE•uu, to arrive at
Qab(E). Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show these latter calculation
as solid curves. The difference without IA is mainly in th
enhancement ofSXX andSZZ , and a more pronounced max
mum in the shear stress around De;1. Because the magni
tudes of the normal stresses are changed with IA remov
the limiting behavior of the ratio of second to first norm
stress difference as the strain goes to zero@Eq. ~2!# becomes
21

7, versus22
7 for the Doi-Edwards model with the indepen

dent alignment approximation@2#. In what follows we shall
refer to the model with the IA approximation as the ba
Doi-Edwards model and that without the IA approximatio
as Doi-Edwards~2IA !.

Modified De: Convected constraint release

While the Doi-Edwards theory works well in a number
respects, there remain some problems. These include the
9-4
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BIAXIAL DEFORMATION OF A POLYMER UNDER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051809
derestimation of the shear stress and the orientation angx
in the nonlinear regime (De@1), and the failure to correctly
predict the ratio of second to first normal stress difference
shear @14–18#. Several sophisticated modifications to t
model have been suggested so as to achieve a more com
theory. These include allowance for contour length fluct
tions @19,20#, convected constraint release@21,22#, and non-
affine tube deformation@18#. We choose to incorporate th
convected constraint release modification first suggested
Marrucci @21#, because the effects it accounts for are imp
tant in the range 1/td,ġ,1/tR covered by our melt experi
ments.

The basic idea underlying convected constraint rele
~CCR! is that constraints to thermal motion, which ari
from topological interactions with similar chains, are r
moved through nonthermal relative motion of the chai
The entanglements are themselves being convected awa

FIG. 3. ~a! Elements of the alignment tensorSab ,sab , in terms
of the reduced shear rateġtd , calculated from the Doi-Edward
theory without the independent alignment approximation~ !. As
a comparison the bare the Doi-Edwards theory~----! is shown as
well. ~b! Extinction anglex, in terms of the reduced shear rateġtd ,
as calculated from the Doi-Edwards theory without the independ
alignment approximation~ !.
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the time scale of the flow. The constraints thus become
leased, providing an additional relaxation mechanism av
able to the chain.

CCR is incorporated into the Doi-Edwards model by a
suming that the thermal and convective relaxation proces
act in parallel, following Ref.@22#, Eq.~12!. In Eqs.~10! and
~3! above and for shear rateġ in the plane~X, Y!, the relax-
ation timest are replaced withtCCR where@22#

1

tCCR
5

1

t
1ġ^uXuY&. ~14!

ġ^uXuY& is the rate of relative, convected motion of neig
boring chains. ^uXuY& is simply SXY , which we already
calculate in the Doi-Edwards model. In slow flows whereġ
,1/td the convective term can be neglected andtCCR5t.
The stress tensor is then the same as that obtained usin
unmodified Doi-Edwards theory. Whereġ is comparable to
1/td the convective term is significant and the Doi-Edwar
curves are modified. At high shear ratesġ dominates, i.e.,
tCCR;1/ġSXY , and the relaxation rate becomes independ
of even the longest relaxation timetd . In what follows we
shall refer to the model with CCR modification as Do
Edwards~1CCR!.

The incorporation of CCR is subtle, and we here elabor
on its implementation. In our numerical evaluation, the
duced shear rateġtd is stepped through a series of valu
and the elements ofSab are calculated for each value. Tim
dependence appears in bothc(t2t8) andQabE, in the inte-
gral Eq. ~10!. ]c(t2t8)/]t8 is calculated using the firs
five terms in the expansion, with the first term~correspond-
ing to slowest dynamics! dominant; and the integral is per
formed over a ranget5(t2t8) from td/5 to 10td . The
alignment tensorQab also depends on history, throughE,
and for each value ofġtd the strain history is evaluated ove
these same times, with the velocity gradientġ constant for
each step. In CCR the relaxation times are shortened dep
ing on ġ and on the currentSXY orientation state, according
to Eq. ~14!. t is changed totCCR in both c andQab , and
for each value ofġtd a new spectrum of relaxation time
tCCR is calculated usingSXY from the previous step, with
SXY50 chosen for the first step. The multiexponential fun
tion c(t2t8) thus describes both thermal and convect
relaxation. We note thattd remains implicit in the model and
may be estimated from fitting the alignment tensor data.

The alignment tensor elements calculated using the C
modification are plotted in Fig. 4~a! as solid lines. Again, the
bare Doi-Edwards curves are shown as dashed lines for c
parison. The most striking consequence of the Doi-Edwa
~1CCR! model is that aboveġ;1/td the shear stress doe
not go to zero and instead heads toward a nonzero plat
The calculated extinction anglex is plotted in Fig. 4~b!. In
the CCR extension to the model the deformed polymer
proaches an alignment of;10° to the velocity direction at
high shear. This is dramatically different from the asympto
zero-degree alignment for the bare Doi-Edwards model,
is much more in agreement withx observed in birefringence
@15# and in the NMR experiments reported here.

nt
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CORMIER, KILFOIL, AND CALLAGHAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051809
The physical explanation for shear stress recovery un
CCR beyond De;1 has been pointed out by Marrucci an
Ianniruberto@17#. Without CCR, for De;1 the tubes be-
come aligned along the shear direction faster than they
reform, an individual chain feels less traction from neighb
ing chains, and the shear stress decreases toward zero
reptation relaxation mechanism is ‘‘frozen out’’ at high she
rates, while the convective relaxation, being proportiona
ġ, does not saturate. Tubes are convected away, full al
ment is suppressed, and the shear stress remains high.

EXPERIMENT

The polymer sample studied in this work is high molec
lar weight (Mw5670 kD) poly~dimethylsiloxane! ~PDMS!,
Mw /Mn51.84, obtained from American Polymer Standar
Corporation ~Cincinnati, Ohio!. Approximately 10% w/w

FIG. 4. ~a! Elements of the alignment tensorSab ,sab , in terms
of the reduced shear rateġtd , calculated from the Doi-Edward
theory without the independent alignment approximation but inc
porating convected constraint release~ !. As a comparison the
bare Doi-Edwards theory~----! is shown as well.~b! Extinction
anglex, in terms of the reduced shear rateġtd , as calculated from
the Doi-Edwards theory without the independent alignment
proximation but incorporating convected constraint release~ !.
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deuterated benzene~Apollo Scientific Limited, Derbyshire,
U.K.! was dissolved in the sample. In order to test that
rheological properties were not significantly modified by th
procedure, we made measurements of flow curves before
after addition of the deuterated benzene. The curves w
obtained using a Rheometrics RS500 cone and plate cell
operating under controlled stress conditions at relatively l
Deborah number in order to avoid loss of sample due
normal stress effects. The data, shown in Fig. 5, suggest
the rheological properties of the pure melt and the melt w
10% benzene are practically indistinguishable.

The rheo-NMR measurements were carried out on
Bruker AMX300 spectrometer at a deuteron frequency
46.072 MHz, using specially constructed shear cells. Figu
6~a! and 6~b! show the rheo-NMR devices used in the e
periment. Figure 6~a! comprises a horizontal Couette ce

r-

-

FIG. 5. Comparative flow curves for 670 kD PDMS melt
21 °C, with~open and closed squares! and without~open and closed
circles! 10% perdeuteriobenzene added.

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of~a! the horizontal Couette cell
and ~b! the vertical Couette cell used in this work. A vertical sha
running down the bore of the magnet connects to the gear me
nism in the cell which is driven by a motor drive above.
9-6
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BIAXIAL DEFORMATION OF A POLYMER UNDER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051809
made of a machinable glass~Macor! with an inner cylinder
of outer diameter 5 mm and a glass outer cylinder of in
diameter 6 mm. The poly~dimethylsiloxane! is enclosed in
the 0.5 mm gap between these cylinders. Figure 6~b! com-
prises a vertical Couette cell made entirely of PEEK~poly-
ether ether ketone! with similar dimensions to the horizonta
cell mentioned above. Surrounding the horizontal cell is a
solenoid coil and surrounding the vertical cell is a rf sad
coil, both tuned for deuterium (2H). The rheo-NMR appara
tus is secured to a probe and a set of gradient coils is
closed around the cell itself, which is then inserted into
7.05 T superconducting magnet such that the vorticity axi
transverse to the polarizing field in the horizontal cell a
oriented alongB0 in the vertical cell. The inner cylinder o
each cell is rotated by a drive shaft running down the bore
the magnet with a stepper motor mounted above. The d
shaft is in turn connected to a gear mechanism above
cell, which rotates the inner cylinder at a specified frequen

NMR microimaging methods were used both to view t
velocity distribution across the gap and to selectively exc
specific regions of the sample space for spectroscopic an
sis. In particular, this selection allows us to choose a reg
of sample in the horizontal Couette cell that corresponds
specific alignment of the local velocity~X! axis with respect
to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1. The selective
citation pulse sequence has been specially devised in ord
minimize exposure of selected nuclear spins to relaxat
The technique employs a selective precursor pulse sand
that destroys magnetization outside the desired region,
stores the wanted magnetization along thez axis for later
recall. Details of both the velocimetry and selective exci
tion methods can be found elsewhere@3,4,7#. In order to
confirm that the correct region of sample is chosen, an
aging pulse module can be applied following spatial sel
tion. Figure 7 shows three examples in which the selec
region has the velocity axis coincident with, at 45° to, a
normal to the polarizingB0 field, corresponding to angle
F50°, 45°, and 90° in Eq.~7!. Following confirmation via
such images, NMR spectroscopy was performed using
identical selection precursor. The shear rates were de
mined from the known rotation speed of the inner cylind
and validated by velocity microimaging as shown in Fig.

The spectroscopic sequence consists of a H
~90x

+ -t1/2-180y
+ -t1/2-acquire! echo and is used in our spe

troscopy measurements in order to ensure that all unwa
Zeeman interactions arising from susceptibility inhomoge
ity are refocused and the undisturbed weak quadrupolar
cession is not. Thus any change in the spectrum is due
tirely to quadrupolar interaction, allowing us to resolve a
measure quadrupole splittings of a few hertz. The quadrup
spectrum is obtained by Fourier transformation of the e
amplitude with respect to the evolution dimensiont1 .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 9 shows a series of2H spectra acquired for a rang
of shear rates in the region of the Couette cell in which
velocity axisX is aligned with the magnetic fieldB0 . The
spectra were obtained using the two-dimensional spect
05180
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copy sequence given in Refs.@4#, @12# and yield direct,
scaled measurement of the segmental alignment tensor
mentSXX . In addition, data were obtained for the region
the Couette cell in which the velocity gradient directionY
was parallel to the magnetic field, givingSYY and, at a se-
lective 45° angle, givingSXY . Similar measurements wer
done for the vorticity directionZ, in which the cell is re-
aligned with the vorticity axis coincident with theB0 field,
giving SZZ .

Figure 10~a! shows the dependence of these splittings a
function of shear rate along with the corresponding bare D
Edwards alignment tensor curves plotted on the same gr
The effective quadrupole interaction strength is scaled
match the absolute alignment and the tube disengagem
time is adjusted to match the reduced shear rate, De5ġtd .
The fit to the curves is quite good forSXX , SYY, andSZZ and
yields a value of 210 ms fortd . However, a discrepancy in
the fit is seen for theSXY data, which reach a plateau and d
not go to zero. The observed plateau behavior is in acc
dance with the many observations of shear stresssXY versus
shear rate@23–26#. Figure 10~b! shows the same experimen
tal set of splittingsDn as a function of shear rate, but no
with convected constraint release incorporated and the in
pendent alignment approximation removed from the mod
With this Doi-Edwards~2IA1CCR! theory, the fit toSXY is
much improved; instead of passing through a maximum
then decreasing rapidly toward zero, one now finds a m
slower decrease with increasing shear rate. The fit to
curve is quite good forSXX , SYY, andSZZ , except for the
initial part of SXX . A consistent plateau region is not seen f
the SXY fit, but rather a gradual decrease in the curve
higher shear rates. CCR offers a significant improvem
over the bare Doi-Edwards~DE! model. Note that the fitted
value fortd is now different from that given by the bare D
model, and is equal to 100 ms.

The relationship expressed in Eq.~7! can be directly
tested by measuring the projected tensor elementSzz(F) for
different angles of selective excitation in theXYplane. Such
angular dependence experiments have been carried o
two fixed shear rates: at De51 where nonlinear viscoelasti
behavior is first expected to become important, and
De515, well into the plateau region of fully nonlinear vis
coelastic behavior. Figure 11~a! shows the angular depen
dence of the splitting at De51 along with the corresponding
Doi-Edwards curve calculated using Eq.~7!. The agreement
is quite good. From the results in Fig. 2~b!, the extinction
angle x is predicted to be 27° at this particular Debor
number. Also plotted in Fig. 11~a! is the theoretical curve
P2 cos(F-x) that might be expected if the polymer deform
tion were axially symmetric. While the anglex can be freely
adjusted in this fit to give a reasonable representation of
positions of maxima and minima, the value of the splitting
the minimum is substantially underestimated. In this resp
the biaxial character of the deformation as predicted by
DE model gives a far better representation. Thus, the ang
dependence data of Fig. 11~a! provide independent confor
mation of the biaxial nature of the deformation, and cle
support for the Doi-Edwards model.

Figure 11~b! shows the angular dependence data a
9-7
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FIG. 7. NMR images obtained following the selective stora
pulse sequence used to localize a part of the fluid in the horizo
Couette cell. This same sequence is used for localized NMR s
troscopy. Examples shown are for regions corresponding to a
F50, 45°, and 90°.
05180
higher shear rateġtd515, with the corresponding~unmodi-
fied! DE curve, and the CCR-modified DE curve plotted
the same graph. At these much higher Deborah numbers
measurements ofSzz(F) reveal more subtle discrepancies
the models. For example, the data do not agree very w
with the bare Doi-Edwards model for this high shear ra
This is hardly surprising, given that the discrepancy betwe
the observed shear stress and that predicted by the unm
fied Doi-Edwards model is much larger in the plateau reg
De@1. Because of the sensitivity ofx to SXY it is inevitable
that the value ofx predicted by the Doi-Edwards model wi
be in poor agreement with the apparent extinction an
found in the angular dependence study. Indeed,x in the un-
modified DE model is predicted to be around 6° whereas
maximum in Fig. 11~b! indicates x;20°. This is much
closer to the alignment angle of 14° predicted by the CC
modified model, and the curve based on this latter mo
certainly gives a better depiction of the data.

Also shown in Fig. 11~b! is a fit to the data by
P2 cos(F-x). While the value ofx can be adjusted to provid
a reasonable fit, the discrepancy that remains in the valu
the splitting at the minimum provides further confirmation
the biaxial character of the deformation.

Finally, in Fig. 12, we show the measured ratio of t
second to the first normal stress difference, as given in
~2!. In most direct measurements of the normal stresse
steady shear flows of entangled polymers, the ratio ofc2 /c1
is found to lie between20.1 and20.3, this ratio being rela-
tively independent of shear rate. Our results suggest a r
of around20.14 which is constant at low Deborah numbe
but is substantially reduced above De53. We note that some

al
c-
le

FIG. 8. NMR velocity image obtained in the horizontal Coue
cell along with a profile taken across the gap. The wall velocity
this example is calculated to be around 1.2 mm/s, so that no sl
apparent in this measurement.
9-8
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other authors have also reported this shear thinning phen
enon in both mechanical and birefringence measurem
@27–30#. The reasons for the discrepancies between the v
ous measurements are unclear, and may be due to the d
ing roles of polydispersity or elastic instabilities under stea
flow. However, we do attach some weight to the value of
ratio c2 /c1 in the low Deborah number plateau. Our obs
vation of c2 /c1'21/7 is in excellent agreement with th
predictions of the Doi-Edwards model without IA, with o
without convected constraint release.

CONCLUSION

The Doi-Edwards model, modified to incorporate the co
vected constraint release mechanism and with the inde
dent alignment approximation removed, is remarkably s

FIG. 9. 2H spectra obtained for a series of shear rates by Fou
transforming the signal evolution in thet1 domain. The spectra ar
plotted as signal amplitude versus frequency in hertz. The split
arises from the electric quadrupole interaction with theB0 field and
is a measure of orientation in the polymer under deformation.
05180
m-
ts

ri-
er-
y
e
-

-
n-
-

cessful at capturing the behavior of the diagonal element
the alignment tensor obtained by our NMR method, over
entire nonlinear range in this melt. At De,1 (ġ,10) the
predictions of the CCR-modified model fall slightly belo
the data for all three ofSXX , SYY, andSZZ . It is important to
note that CCR modification also greatly improves the agr
ment of the model with the shear stress data, whereas
bare DE model fails to correctly predict the shear stress
teau. The key feature in these experiments is the determ
tion of the complete segmental alignment tensor for t
melt, over a wide shear range extending to De;10. This

er

g

FIG. 10. ~a! Deuterium quadrupole splittingDn as a function of
shear rate obtained from the spectra shown in Fig. 9. Locali
spectroscopy experiments were done in selected regions of the
zontal Couette cell in which the velocity direction~solid circles!
and gradient direction~solid squares! are parallel to the magnetic
field and at a 45° angle, givingSXX , SYY , andSXY ~open circles!,
respectively. Similar measurements were done in the vertical C
ette cell in which the vorticity axis is parallel to theB0 field ~open
squares! giving SZZ . The best compromise Doi-Edwards fit corr
sponds to atd of 210 ms.~b! The same segmental alignment tens
data as shown in~a!, but with the best fit for the Doi-Edwards fi
with CCR incorporated and IA removed. This improved fit giv
td5100 ms.
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allows for a robust test of the DE theory. In particular, w
test the predicted biaxial nature of the deformation and v
date the incorporation of CCR into the model. We note t
for the shear rates accessed here the assumptionġ!tR

21

FIG. 11. ~a! Quadrupole splittingsDn obtained from localized
spectroscopy experiments using selected regions of the horiz
Couette cell, versus orientation angleF and at a fixed Deborah
number ofġtd51. The velocity axis is aligned withB0 at 0° and
the gradient axis is aligned withB0 at 90°. The dashed line corre
sponds to the predictions of the Doi-Edwards model with the an
lar dependence as given by Eq.~5!. The solid line shows the
P2 cos(F2x) angular dependence withx adjusted to 27°. Note tha
this latter angular dependence fails to represent the biaxial natu
the deformation.~b! As for ~a! but with angular dependence me
surement at a fixed Deborah number ofġtd515. At this high shear
rate, the Doi-Edwards model prediction~ ! does not match
the data well, and does not predict the correct extinction anglx.
The Doi-Edwards model with CCR incorporated and IA remov
gives an improved but imperfect representation. The solid
shows theP2 cos(F-x) angular dependence withx adjusted to 20°.
05180
i-
t

probably still holds, and the success of the CCR extensio
the DE model in modeling the NMR data is most like
because the effects of chain stretching are not apparent h
Contour length fluctuations would become important un
yet faster flows, or in melts of higher molar mass at the
values ofġ, and in this case the model would require furth
modification to account for these effects.

Access to the complete alignment tensor has also p
vided a measure of the normal stress differences, and
results presented here display a limiting zero-shear valu
20.14 for the ratio of second to first normal stress differen
This is in excellent agreement with the exact result for
DE model with IA removed@2#.

We have shown here that nuclear magnetic resona
methods based on a combination of deuteron quadrupole
teraction spectroscopy and selective excitation and micro
aging using specially tailored magnetic field gradient pul
have the potential to significantly enhance experimental
sight regarding molecular deformation under inhomogene
flow. The present application concerning molecular deform
tion in entangled polymer melts will be extended to enco
pass molar mass effects. However, the method is not c
fined to polymer melts, nor to the study of deformation
Couette flow. The NMR technique may be applied to vario
deformational flow geometries, while the use of an indire
probe molecule makes it possible to study alignment effe
in a wide range of complex fluids.
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